Competition Checklist

DO NOT RELY ON ANYONE ELSE TO HAVE THE NEEDED SUPPLIES!!!!

Please be sure to bring lots of extra safety pins!!! There is no such thing as too many! A lot of times
these can be the saving grace to securing costumes and accessories!

Hair:
It is crucial to use level 4 or 5 hair gel when pulling their hair back!! Hairspray alone is not enough to
keep everything slicked down and in place. This will also help give you a strong base when securing
hairpieces to their head. Please use extra bobby pins and a hairnet when you are making their buns.
Thick, strong hair ties should be used.
Every caboodle should be fully stocked with extra bobby pins. Again, there is no such thing as too many!

Makeup:
Foundation (to match skin tone)
Eye shadow: YOFI (we order for you)
Blush: YOFI (we order for you)
Lipstick: YOFI (we order for you)
Black Eyeliner
Black Mascara over the false lashes
False Lashes (we order for you)

Caboodle Checklist:
Q-Tips
Safety pins
Make-up remover wipes (Ponds are best)
Bobbie pins
Straight hair pins

Goody snap clips (match to hair color)
Eye lashes (we ordered)
Eye lash adhesive (Duo is best)
Hair nets (match to hair color)
Sock bun (match to hair color)
Hair gel
Hair spray
Hair ties (both clear & thick matched to hair color)
Squirt bottle with water
Detangler/Conditioner
Nail polish remover
Earrings (we ordered)
Hair brush
Teaser comb
Fabri-tac
Body tape
Clear deodorant (aerosol or roll on)
Needles & thread
Tide to go pen
Antacid/Advil/Tylenol
Clear band aids
Nude ace bandages
For those of you in multiple numbers, we suggest investing in a rolling tackle box or makeup trolley that
you can store everything in. The more organized you are, the easier the competition and performance
weekends will go! I’ve attached links to all the cool gadgets and backstage hacks below:

Some suggested items that may help keep your competition weekend as organized as possible:

Makeup Trolley: http://a.co/iMXh1l2
Tackle Box: http://a.co/cv8r0St
Closet Trolley: http://a.co/gSxOseIa

Garment Bags: http://a.co/3040rLQ
(I find a garment bag with pockets is the best so if any accessories/shoes are needed for a particular
number they are already with the costume)

Hangers: http://a.co/79QxKut
(Costumes come in all kinds of crazy pieces-the clips can be the easiest way to hang it)

Stools/Chairs: http://a.co/93syUTi
(A stool or travel folding chair can be helpful as most dressing rooms are set up in big empty conference
rooms or classrooms)

Privacy Tent: http://a.co/1DDoVSF
(Keep in mind some dressing rooms may not be large enough to allow use of a privacy tent)

